A method is described for inverse modeling of material deformation in applications of importance to the sheet metal forming industry. The method was developed in order to assess the feasibility of utiliking empirical data in the early stages of the design process as an alternative to conventional prototyping methods. Because properly prepared and employed artificial neural networks (ANN) were known to be able to codify and generalize large bodies of empirical data, they were the natural choice for this application. The product of the work described here is a desktop ANN system that can produce in one pass an accurate die design for a user-specified part shape.
INTRODUCTION
Sheet metal forming applications have traditionally involved costly, iterative, and time-cons methodologies based on physical prototyping. Recently, finite element analysis techniques used with varying success to model and predict sheet metal deformation processes during the stages [I]. Additionally, certain methods from the field of artificial intelligence (AI) have been bro bear on the problem of automating design of tooling for manufacturing metal stampings [2] . Ye methods, among the most powerful AI tools, have barely been explored in this context, al have been used to solve engineering design problems involving identification, learning, and scalar or vector design quantities [3, 4, 51. In contrast, the method described in this pape capture deformation relationships governing 3-D mappings in sheet metal stamping applicatibns. Presented results demonstrate that the inverse of these relationships can be captured and used to predict die geometry that will, under specified material and stamping conditions, allow production of a dserspecified part shape.
DEVELOPMENT OF THE METHOD
Realization of an ANN-based die design tool depended critically on successfid solution to several interrelated problems. Central to these was development of a suitable method to represent die and part shapes to the input nodes of a neural network (or sometimes, multiple networks). For network training, these data would be of two classes. input data would represent the conformation of the part for which a die geometry was sought while output data (those data applied to the output node(s) would specify to the network, the result that should be obtained for the corresponding inputs. These data sets would represent i manner, the die geometry that the network must learn to produce in response to the input data. AI in principle at least, a network should be able to learn in the context of almost any represe relatively simple and often unobvious variations in the representation scheme can produce striking differences in the efficiency with which learning takes place. Described below are several of the surfberepresentation methods investigated during development of the die prediction system. Simplest in concept, but surely least effective of all, was a direct mapping of part and die data o input and output nodes of a very large network. Here, the input and output nodes were arr "rectangular" fashion, the number of each node class being equal to the size of the paddie mesh more than 25 by 25 for the first attempt). Although this method was adequate for initial demonstration of the general technique, it was doomed to failure by the impossibility of obtaining enough training data to condition the network properly. Even if sufficient data were available, it is doubtful that any single network architecture would be able to generalize the shape transformation relationships over a useful spectrum of part shapes under such a representational scheme. If it could do so at all, network prediction performance would be very sensitive to minor displacements of presented shapes relative to the input grid.
A method based on two-dimensional Fourier transforms derived its utility Erom the fact that a relatively small Eraction of the total number of Fourier components (of the order of 10 %) could represent a 3-D shape with considerable fidelity. As employed to represent die and part geometries to a neural network, the transform was applied to each of the data sets to be presented for evaluation. The training goal for the network was the development of the functional relationships linking the Fourier components representing a part configuration (together with the associated data defining material and forming parameters) with the corresponding Fourier components representing the die that would, under the specified set of material and forming parameters, be suitable to produce that part. When a fully-trained Fourier-based network is presented with a data set representing a part (and the associated material and forming parameters) for which a die design is required, the network produces at its output nodes a set of values representing the scaled Fourier components of the desired die. Recovery of the die specification only requires an appropriate renormalization and retransformation into a Cartesian coordinate representation.
A somewhat similar method based on two-dimensional Wavelet transforms was developed as the next step in the search for an efficient representation method for surface data. The 2D Wavelet method, like the Fourier method described above, derives its utility from the fact that a very small fraction of the total number of wavelet components (perhaps 1-2 %) can represent a surface with considerable fidelity. For a reasonably narrowly defined set of shapes, it is observed that the identity of the important Wavelet components is fairly consistent across all members of the set with variations among set members being represented principally in amplitude differences among the important components. Substantive variations among set members will be represented by the appearance of dominant wavelet components more or less singular to the set members bearing those variations. It is the combination of consistent and singular components that is captured and represented to the network for subsequent processing.
Although 2-D Wavelet representation reduced the number of data required for shape representation by a greater factor than that obtaining for the 2-D Fourier method, the reduction still appears insufficient to support completely general network training. The single greatest advantage is one of speed. Once trained, the network executes in milliseconds on any reasonably modern desktop computer.
The most successhl, investigated methods for die/part representation is the so-called Weighted Patch method. This scheme was predicated on the assumption that shape gradients near a point on a material surface are more likely to be predictive of the response of material at that point to deformation forces (imposed, for instance, by a punch and die) than are shape gradients at positions more removed from the point. Equally reasonable is the assertion that "near" effects must be represented more completely to the neural network than more "distant" ones if the model is to capture important metal forming relationships.
In the Weighted Patch Method, a fixed pattern of "averaging regions" is scanned over the data array representing a part for which a die is to be developed. In a typical implementation, there may be 19 averaging regions of graduated sizes (9 for each of two orthogonal axes and one central element, the shortest being one array element square, the longest of the order of 8 to 10 array elements in length by one element in width) comprising a cross shaped "Patch Geometry" of the general form suggested by the schematic representation of Figure I . These averaging regions are distributed along orthogonal axes (axes typically parallel the length and breadth of the part). Each averaging region is represented at the network input layer by a single node.
The training goal for a Patch Method network is to produce, for each element of the part array, the value of the difference between part elevation and corresponding die elevation at that point. When the network is fully trained a predicted die configuration can be trivially derived from these differences for any presented part shape. The Patch Method confers the advantage that a somewhat more accurate representation of the part surface is retained in the reduced data employed by the network than is the case with either the Fourier or Wavelet data representation methods. Perhaps more important than this is the fact that, since eachtpoint on a surface is treated as a separate training example, the network can develop a much better codification of relationships linking part and die shape than can a network employed for either of the previously discussed methods. 
EXPERIMENTAL DEMONSTRATION
The potential power of the Weighted Patch method is well-illustrated by the results of a experimental demonstration, for which the goal was to demonstrate that a network trained un method could generalize its training results well enough to produce a die design for a member of class to which it had not been exposed during training.
For this demonstration, part definitions were created from corresponding die definitions by a re simple deformation model that included two variable parameters, one representing a material property, the other a forming variable. The characteristics of the model were chosen to ensure that the resulting shape transformations would be of sufficient complexity to challenge the network.
Model output was derived from die representations of the three generic shapes depicted in Figure 2 . For each die shape class, variation of the relevant defining parameters resulted in a spectrum of die geometries from which corresponding parts would be "formed" by the deformation model. Pan dies, for instance, were defined by mean base width, mean base height, mean top width, mean top height, top and bottom aspect ratios (so that either base, top, or both could assume trapezoidal shape), center elevation, and top tilt angle. Additional parameters specified the presence or absence of ridges and their spatial extents relative to the base die dimensions. Similar parameters (with the addition of eccentricity and appropriate omissions) defined the model Top Hat and Ellipsoidal Shell dies. The value of one last variable determined the extent to which die comers were rounded. In all cases, the die elevations were defined on a regular, 64 by 64 element, square grid. Although this representation may at first appear contrary to the conventions of standard deformation modeling, it is entirely in keeping with the metrological considerations that would dictate the collection of data from physical die/part pairs. Where they were relevant, the same parameter ranges characterized the generated Elliptical Shell part/die pairs. Parameters of the deformation model were established to limit elevation differences between the die and predicted part to less than -10 %.
Pre-processing of data included the interpolation and normalization steps required to produce the 4096 input Patch vectors and the corresponding output value for each of the 40 training data sets and the single TopHat test data set. Node components and output values for the training data were normalized to the range ( -.85 , +.85 ). Post-processing to recover the die shape involved an inversion of the output normalization process and subtraction of the resulting values from the corresponding stored part elevations (since the network is trained to reproduce point-wise differences between part and die).
The neural network architecture employed in this experiment was a conventional Perceptron layers. The input layer comprised 21 non-bias nodes, the first hidden layer 13 non-bias nodes, the hidden layer 3 non-bias nodes, and the output layer 1 non-bias node. Of the 21 input nodes, 1 employed for representing Patch data, two for representing the values of the "material paramet "forming parameter" values stored with each data set. The network was trained according to the g descent, backpropagation of error method. During early stages of training, the common practic process multiple networks simultaneously. When a clearly superior network emerged, the poorer members of the initial set of networks were excised. During final training, learning rate and momentum were slowly relaxed from initial values of . I and .001 respectively to .001 and .OOOOl. Figure 3a is the conventional scatter diagram and represents network training and testing re function of expected result. It is emphasized that network predictions for the single test case (4 points) are included in the scatter diagram (and, surprisingly, account for very little of the scatte glance, it might appear that the trained behavior of the network is insufficiently accurate to b utility for die shape prediction. Figure 3b , a three-dimensional perspective representation of th predicted die, suggests otherwise. Figure 4 provides a composite view of the Patch Method results and depicts the original part (dashes), the true die (i.e., the die from which the part was generated by the deformation model) (solid), the networkpredicted die (dots) and the prediction error (times 10) for each point in the cross-section (crosses). Jn all cases, the prediction error has proved to be no greater than one part in 256 of the presented part elevation.
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Fig. 4.
Cross-section of part, (dashes), predicted die (dots), true die (solid), and die/true-die error x10 (crosses).
SUMMARY
In this paper, development and experimental results were described of a neural network-based system able to inverse-model material deformation. Several alternate representation methods were discussed. Of these, the Patch Method proved to be the most accurate to predict die geometries from user-supplied part shapes. It was used to obtain experimental results to demonstrate the potential utility of the method.
